VOI GETS YOU

Imagine a place where open and private blend seamlessly together. Where color inspires creativity and personalization is welcomed. Offering a holistic collection of desk and storage solutions designed to work wherever work gets done, Voi lets you reimagine the workplace and unite all your spaces with a flawless blend of style and substance. So whether you like to work alone, together or all the above, Voi not only gets you—it makes it all about you.

Shown with Solve® seating.
Inspired by HON color palette Citrus Blend.
hon.com/fabrics-finishes
ALL FOR ONE

Who says private offices need to be stodgy or bland? Voi is not your grandfather’s collection. With expressive aesthetic options, increased attention to personal storage needs, and multiple surface heights so you can change positions throughout the day, Voi is exactly what you need to tackle the new workday.

Shown with Ignition® 2.0 seating. Inspired by HON color palette Citrus Blend. hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Shown with Ignition® 2.0 seating
Inspired by HON color palette Flamingo Bay
hon.com/fabrics-finishes

Shown with Endorse® seating and Flock™ lounge
Inspired by HON color palette Illuminate
hon.com/fabrics-finishes
DIVIDE AND CONQUER

Good things come in small footprints. For shared spaces that bring people together while still offering privacy, Voi provides a versatile selection of worksurfaces, storage components, and convenient access to power to help go-getters stay productive.
ONE FOR ALL

Working together has never been easier or in such aesthetic harmony. Voi connects people whether in short-term touchdown spaces or in more collaborative settings with a clean, consistent look and options for postural variety. Talk about being a team player.
Shown with Nucleus® seating. Inspired by HON color palette Island Escape. hon.com/fabrics-finishes

Shown with Ignition® seating. Inspired by HON color palette Flutter. hon.com/fabrics-finishes
OPEN FOR BUSINESS

Mix things up. Or make the most of what you’ve got. When it comes to maximizing space for open plan configurations, Voi just works. Integrating seamlessly with Abound® and Accelerate® workstations, Voi keeps everything out in the open and buttoned-up.
REVEAL YOUR CHARACTER

Everyone’s got their own style and personality, and that goes for companies too. Voi’s clever selection of top sizes, supports, storage components, materials, and color combinations give it the flexibility to express just the right look and feel to match your brand and culture.

GET A LEG UP
Kick things up with angled legs, available in wood or painted steel, to add personality and a residential feel.

UNDER COVER
Create a desk that’s neat and discreet with modesty panels, available in full-height, half-height, or floating.

BEST CASE SCENARIO
Storage pieces can be specified in mixed materials and footed bases so you get exactly what you want.

SCREEN TIME
Keep your business to yourself with frosted glass or fabric-covered privacy screens.

REACH FOR THE SKY
Stuff your stuff in overhead storage that includes frosted, laminate, or sliding door options. Locking models available.
**BRIGHT IDEAS**
Metal storage cubes help organize with a pop of color to jazz up any space.

**LAYED LOOK**
Dress your office in layers to create more storage even in smaller spaces.

**THINK INSIDE THE BOX**
Personal storage is reimagined with configurable door/drawer combinations available in expressive mixed material accent colors.

**BUNDLE OF ENERGY**
Power and data access right where you need it with power modules and legs that allow cords to pass through.
WORKSURFACES / SUPPORTS

- Rectangle top | flat edge or knife edge
- Worksurface support angled legs | wood
- Worksurface support angled legs | steel
- Worksurface support on footed low credenza | stanchions
- Worksurface support O-leg
- Worksurface support double-depth O-leg
- Worksurface support low credenza O-leg
- Worksurface support post leg
- Support storage box/box/file pedestal
- Support storage file/file pedestal
- Support storage slim/profile box/box/file pedestal
- Bookcase support
- Support storage 2 drawer lateral
- Support storage multi file lateral file
- Worksurface support end panel
- Worksurface support standing height O-leg
- Standing height support pedestal
- End panel with bracket
- Height-adjustable base

STORAGE

- Low credenza 4 storage doors
- Low credenza open/drawers
- Low credenza open
- Low credenza open top
- Credenza cabinet lateral file
- Low credenza lateral file
- Low credenza style 2 box
- Mobile credenza
- Small credenza open top 1 file
- Small credenza 1 file / 1 box
- Small credenza open
- Wardrobe storage tower 50" x 65"
- Personal storage tower 65"
- Wardrobe storage tower 52" x 65"
- Tower 42"
- Footed pedestal
- Mobile pedestal
- Storage cabinet
- Lateral files
- Bookcases
- Bookcase hutch
- Storage w/ shelf
- Overhead cabinet with sliding door
- Overhead cabinet with doors
- Overhead cabinet with mixed material doors
- O-leg support for overhead cabinet: 50" & 65"
- Wall-mount tackboards for overhead cabinets
- Post leg for overhead cabinets
- Shared overhead
- Stack-on storage with sliding door
- Stack-on storage with doors
- Stack-on storage with mixed material doors

* Available in footed option. Adds 4" to product height.
ACCESSORIES

CABINET CUBE  | TALL OPEN CUBE | DRAWER CUBE  | SHORT OPEN CUBE | LAYERING SURFACE FOR CUBES | WALL-MOUNTED SHELF | METAL STORAGE CUBE 12” | LAYERING SHELF | CUSHION FOR PEDESTAL OR CREDENZA | MARKERBOARD | LAMINATE MODESTY PANEL, HALF-HEIGHT | LAMINATE MODESTY PANEL, FULL-HEIGHT | LAMINATE FLOATING MODESTY PANEL

FROSTED POLYMER FLOORING MODESTY PANEL | FROSTED POLYMER ABOVE/ BELOW PRIVACY SCREEN | FROSTED GLASS ABOVE PRIVACY SCREEN | FABRIC ABOVE/BELLOw PRIVACY SCREEN | FABRIC ABOVE PRIVACY SCREEN | POWER OPTIONS | FUSE™ Accessories

LAMINATES

Natural Maple | Harvest | Pinnacle | Bourbon Cherry | Cognac | Shaker Cherry | Mahogany

Mocha | Silver Mesh | Sheer Mesh | Loft | Designer White | Charcoal | Black

Kingswood Walnut | Florence Walnut | Lowell Ash | Natural Recon | Skyline Walnut | Phantom Ecru | Portico Teak

PAINTS

Loft | Muslin | Shadow | Black | Charcoal | Greige | Designer White

Champagne Metallic | Platinum Metallic | Silver | Solar Black | Brownstone | Fossil | Titanium

Succulent | Conifer | Cabernet | Blossom | Atom | Bullseye | Ember

Ion | Iris | Krypton | Regatta

Drawer pulls and feet on storage are available in Black, Designer White, Platinum Metallic, Silver, Champagne Metallic, and Solar Black only.

WOOD LEGS*

Clear Ash | Medium Ash

* Finish may vary due to natural variance of the wood.
One collection really can fit all. Voi’s selection of integrated components lets you configure a workspace that’s perfectly suited for you now and later. Designed to expand and scale as needed, Voi grows with you as your needs change.